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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAR21 1338 -11 1352 1330 1338 MAR21 121,20 0,10 121,75 120,50 121,20

MAY21 1362 -12 1376 1354 1362 MAY21 123,05 -0,10 123,60 122,40 123,05

JUL21 1377 -10 1390 1369 1377 JUL21 124,95 -0,15 125,50 124,35 124,95

SEP21 1393 -10 1410 1388 1393 SEP21 126,75 -0,15 127,30 126,10 126,75

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1350, 1315, 1275-1265
Resistances: 1375, 1400, 1435 & 1480

New York ICE:

Supports: 122,50, 118,50 & 116,00
Resistances: 129,00, 136,50 & 143,50-148,25
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OTHERS

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

Coffee farmers are hoarding arabica beans in Brazil on tightening domestic inventory and forecasts that the next crop will decline to a 12-year low. Farmers

know the size of the next harvest, and they’re waiting for better opportunities. Arabica priced in Brazilian reais rose to a record with trading in the spot market
slowing after farmers sold large volumes on a forward basis in advance of the record-high harvest. Trees in the lower yielding half of a biennial cycle and

adverse weather have undercut prospects for the next crop.

In local currency term, Brazilian arabica prices remain very favourable, but with the outlook for even higher values, producers appear in no mood to hurry along

new sales. In this scenario, farmers sale pace has reduced significantly with NY trading lower forcing buyers to try to bid lower prices in BRL.

Forward 21/22 Crop sales are still very slow, nevertheless farmers are trying to price 22/23 and 23/24. Export shipments for Jan21 were very strong, which
makes us believe that exporters still have good amount of coffee in house and are only paying higher price in BRL if related to new sales or a specific quality or

certificate needs.

Brazil exported 2.89 million bags of green coffee in January, down 8% from the same month a year ago, exporters association Cecafe said on Tuesday in a

monthly report. Arabica coffee exports fell 9.3% to 2.65 million bags, while Robusta coffee shipments increased by 7.9% to 241,534 bags.

Brazil’s lack of rains in the last fortnight of January is not a concern for South of Minas, Mogiana or Cerrado, where soil moisture remains good – but concerns
are growing for Zona da Mata and Espirito Santo.

Slower inflation created room to hold interest rates at a record low. The BRL spiked to session highs of 5.40 today after the newly elected congressional leaders
announced their priorities for the legislative year. The presidents of the lower house and Senate (Arthur Lira and Rodrigo Pacheco) indicated that their key

priorities will be tax and administrative reforms. The less controversial topics (such as legislation on constitutional funds and central bank autonomy) are likely to
pass with little resistance, however the Fiscal Emergency Law and Administrative Reform will likely face strong resistance and be significantly watered down over

the coming months.

President Bolsonaro declared yesterday that Congress and Government are going to announce another aid package to help vulnerable part of the population.

They are still evaluating the impact of it on the budget and also how to be transparent and inside the law.. In any case it will increase the fiscal deficit even
further.

All business activities started on holiday mood these weeks and will not reopen until a week-long of Tet celebration. Vietnam suspends major spring festivals

amid the recently complicated development of local Covid-19 outbreaks. In Saigon, the largest city of Vietnam, the authorities have ordered all non-essential
services and entertainment, cultural and sports to be suspended from noon 9th Feb until further notice.

The Vietnam harvest for the October 2020 to September 2021 coffee year, is complete. The general estimate consensus for 28 million bags of robusta coffee
production and 1 million bags of arabica coffee for this current crop, for which exports are already underway.

The General Department of Customs for Vietnam has published trade data for January with coffee exports totalling 160,615 tons (2.68 million bags), coming in

approximately 40.000 tons higher than the General Statistics Office’s initial estimate of 120.000. Exports increased by 10.2% Y/Y and by 15.5% M/M in reflection
of the increased volume of selling that was reported in Vietnam last month ahead of the Lunar New Year holidays.

Honduras - Movement in the fields is slow yet is expected to increase by mid-February. Producers are still struggling to move their coffees to the mills.

Honduras is the biggest producer and exporter in Central America, followed by Guatemala.

Guatemala’s January exports declined 15% y/y to 170.011 bags from 199,571 bags a year earlier according to the National Coffee Association. Weather has
been favourable for harvesting and processing of coffee. The flow has increased and the quality in cup and yield has been improving. Focus in the external
market is on the higher quality range and certified coffees.

Colombia - According to the National Coffee Growers Federation, Colombia’s coffee exports in January fell 3.47% y/y, to 1,102,000 bags. Cumulative coffee

exports for the first four months are running 2.28% lower y/y at a total of 4,714,000 bags. Total production in the season-to-Jan has reached 5.426 million bags,
down 3.19% y/y.

India - Total permits issued for Indian Coffee exports from 1st Jan 2021 until 8th Feb 2021 was about 26.76% higher compared to same period in 2020. Indian

Coffee Soluble exports in 2021 is higher compared to same period in 2020. Higher sea freight and non-availability of food containers continues to be an issue.

Uganda’s coffee production is expected to rise about 7% to 8m bags in the 2020-21 season due to bigger yields from trees planted in recent years, according
to the Uganda Coffee Development Authority. That compares with output of 7.5m bags a year earlier and a forecast from the Uganda Coffee Farmers’ Alliance
for the crop to total 7m bags in 2020-21. New coffee trees are increasingly starting production and the weather is good. The increase would have been higher if

it were not for the twig borer and low crop cycle for arabica variety. Uganda is also preparing to start registration of its coffee farmers in an effort to boost
quality through traceability and help authorities’ plans for promoting output.

In Kenya, Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Peter Munya expressed disappointment at the lack of uptake of the Cherry Advance Revolving fund from farmers. Mr

Munya accused officials of growers’ societies of refusing to enlighten farmers on the need to borrow the money which has a 3% interest rate attached. Mr Munya
said that government is determined to revive coffee farming at whatever cost. Sales from Oct. 1 2020 through Jan. 2021 rose to 132,149 bags from 121,447
bags in the same period the year before because of an earlier picking of the main harvest, the Nairobi Coffee Exchange said.
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last high low

1,2106 1,2135 1,21058

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The Euro maintained a steady tone into Thursday’s New York open, although the main feature was narrow ranges as the single currency failed to break higher

while the dollar also failed to secure a significant recovery amid reservations over the short-term outlook.

The EU Commission lowered its 2021 GDP growth forecast to 3.8% from 4.2% previously but was optimistic over a strong recovery later in 2021. The Euro
edged to 2-week highs just below 1.2150 as US 2-year yields declined to fresh record lows. There was some Euro support from reports that the Italian 5-Star
Party would support a coalition government led by former ECB President Draghi.

Coffee chains in the U.K. will take four years to recover after the coronavirus crisis erased about 2 billion pounds ($2.8 billion) in sales, market researcher

Allegra Group said. Temporary closures and takeaway-only trading cut sales by almost 40% last year for the U.K.’s branded coffee chain stores, which are
dominated by companies including Costa Coffee and Starbucks Corp. The Industry is expected to recover to pre-pandemic levels by 2024, although there’s “deep

uncertainty” over the outlook. The U.K. coffee sector, which has the highest number of branded chain stores in Europe, has also faced headwinds from the
economic fallout of Brexit.

ICE US Arabica Stockpiles rose by 13,050 bags last night to 1,675,880, the highest certs have been this year. Stockpiles arriving from Brazil rose by 12,181
bags whilst Honduran certs rose by 869 bags. There are 99,029 bags pending grading.

The steady increase in the certified stockpile in Arabica will also be weighing on shorter term prospects for demand. In the past week, 49,716 bags of coffee

have been added to the Arabica stockpile with Brazilian origin accounting for 52,711 bags of additional coffee over the past week. Indeed, it is just the
withdrawal of 2,643 bags of Mexican and Peruvian origin that have prevented even further growth. The continued addition of Brazilian stocks to the European
stockpile with comparatively small withdrawals are evidence of limited demand in the European market at this time with social restrictions in place across the

vast majority of the continent. These lockdown restrictions continue to inhibit a substantial recovery in out of home consumption methods, and with the strong
volume of coffee shipped from Brazil in recent months despite the M/M reductions in January, supply continues to substantially outweigh demand as evidenced

by the increasing certified stockpile.

A meta-analysis just published in a journal of the American Heart Association has found that drinking one or more cups of caffeinated coffee per day was

associated with a significantly decreased risk of heart failure. The analysis covered three major medical studies that collectively involved more than 21,000 adults
and 10 years of follow-up each. One study suggested that at least one cup per day decreases heart failure risk by 5-12%.
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